TO: LASL PERSONNEL IN HONOLULU

MEDICAL AND DENTAL SERVICE

The staff of the Straub Clinic, 888 South King Street, Phone 510-111, is aware that LASL people will be in this area and may require medical service. To arrange for service, call Dr. Wm. J. Natoli at the Clinic or at home (34-442); if he cannot be reached, call the doctor on duty at the Clinic for instructions. You may be directed to go to the Clinic or to a hospital or to stay where you are.

For dental service, Dr. Natoli suggests Dr. Edward C. Maehara, Waialae-Kahala Medical Building, Phone 743-553.

In general, each LASL employee will be responsible for the financial aspects of any medical service received. The Straub Clinic has a supply of insurance claim forms. Occupational sickness or accidents will be handled separately.

J-1 and H-Division representatives in the Honolulu Area are available with information and assistance.

Armand W. Kelly, 41